Space exploration with and without the aid of vision in hemisphere-damaged patients.
Space exploration carried out under visual control and in its absence (blindfolded condition) was investigated in 20 RBD patients, 10 LBD patients and 20 normal controls with a modified version of Chedru's test (pressing the keys of a keyboard). Conventional tests for visual hemi-inattention permitted to classify RBD patients in a group with visual neglect (RBD VN+) and a group without visual neglect (RBD VN-). On the visual version of the test both RBD groups showed a preference for pressing the keys ipsilateral to the lesion side, but this tendency was more marked in the RBD VN+ group than in any other brain-damaged group. On the tactile version of the test only RBD VN+ patients showed a gradient favouring the pressing of the ipsilateral half of the keyboard. This ipsilateral preference was, however, significantly less marked than that found when the performance was assisted by vision. No relation between neglect in the blindfolded condition and tactile extinction was found. The nature of space exploration in the absence of vision is discussed and the existence of tactile neglect is questioned.